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(54) Ice maker for french door bottom mount refrigerator

(57) A dedicated, hermetically sealed ice maker is
provided. The ice maker includes a compartment includ-
ing an ice tray and an ice bin disposed at least partially
in the compartment. A dedicated ice maker circuit is dis-
posed at least partially within the compartment and in-
cludes a microcompressor, condenser, expansion de-
vice, and evaporated. The dedicated circuit is used to
cool air inside the ice maker compartment for forming ice
in the ice tray in the compartment and for preventing melt-
ing of formed ice cubes in the ice bin. The ice maker may
be used within or outside of a refrigerator. When used
within the refrigerator, the ice maker will have its own
dedicated hermetically sealed unit, including the plurality
of thermally insulated walls. The ice maker may also be
connected to a dispenser of a refrigerator for dispensing
the formed ice.
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Description

[0001] The invention relates generally to refrigerators.
More particularly, but not exclusively, the invention re-
lates to a refrigerator ice maker that includes its own ded-
icated refrigeration circuit.
[0002] Bottom mount refrigerators include a freezer
compartment on the bottom, with the fresh food or refrig-
erator compartment above the freezer compartment.
One or more doors provide access to the fresh food com-
partment, and a separate door provides access to the
freezer compartment. The freezer door or doors may be
drawer-type doors that are pulled out, or they may be
hingedly connected similar to the refrigerator compart-
ment doors, such that they are rotated to provide access
within.
[0003] In many current bottom mount style refrigera-
tors, cold air from the freezer compartment is used to
produce ice in a conventional ice maker located at one
of the refrigerator doors. To transfer the cold air from the
freezer to the ice maker, air ducts and a fan or fans are
used. As such, the overall energy efficiency of the refrig-
erator is reduced because part of the cold air is used to
make ice, and not to cool the freezer compartment.
[0004] In addition, the ice making efficiency is reduced
due to the heat gained on the air path from the freezer
compartment to the ice maker tray. There is also in-
creased condensation at the back panel of the refriger-
ator due to the ice maker air duct being located close
thereto. Another issue can arise if the gaskets installed
in the ice box assembly of the ice maker are faulty, and
allow air leakage. The cold air from the freezer can leak
into the refrigerator compartment, thus having the pos-
sibility of freezing the items in the compartment.
[0005] Therefore, there is a need in the art for a method
and apparatus for cooling water in an ice maker to create
ice, that does not utilize the at or below freezing air from
the freezer compartment. There is also a need for a meth-
od of making ice that reduces the condensation on the
outside of the refrigerator, and reduces the risk of allow-
ing the cold air to leak into other compartments of the
refrigerator.
[0006] Therefore, it is a primary object, feature, and/or
advantage of the present invention to provide an appa-
ratus that overcomes the deficiencies in the art.
[0007] It is another object, feature, and/or advantage
of the present invention to provide an ice maker with its
own dedicated refrigeration circuit to cool water to form
ice.
[0008] It is yet another object, feature, and/or advan-
tage of the present invention to provide a modular ice
maker that can be removed from the refrigerator.
[0009] It is a further object, feature, and/or advantage
of the present invention to reduce the energy usage for
a refrigerator.
[0010] It is still another object, feature, and/or advan-
tage of the present invention to increase the ice making
efficiency of an ice maker.

[0011] It is yet a further object, feature, and/or advan-
tage of the present invention to limit or prevent external
condensation of a refrigerator.
[0012] It is still a further object, feature, and/or advan-
tage of the present invention to provide an alternative
heating source for the flipper mullion region of the refrig-
erator.
[0013] These and/or other objects, features, and ad-
vantages of the present invention will be apparent to
those skilled in the art. The present invention is not to be
limited to or by these objects, features and advantages.
No single embodiment need provide each and every ob-
ject, feature, or advantage.
[0014] According to an aspect of the invention, an ice
maker is provided. The ice maker includes an ice maker
compartment, with an ice tray and ice bin disposed at
least partially within the ice maker compartment. A circuit
is also disposed at least partially within the compartment,
and includes a microcompressor, condenser, expansion
device, and evaporator. The ice maker compartment may
comprise at least one thermally insulated wall. The ice
maker may be mounted within a compartment of the re-
frigerator.
[0015] According to another aspect of the invention, a
refrigerator is provided. The refrigerator includes a refrig-
erator cabinet, with a door for providing access to a com-
partment within the refrigerator cabinet. An ice maker is
mounted in the compartment, with the ice maker com-
prising an ice tray and an ice bin. A circuit is disposed
within the ice maker for cooling the ice maker, and in-
cludes a microcompressor, condenser, expansion de-
vice, and evaporator. The ice maker may also be a her-
metically sealed unit that can be optionally removed from
the refrigerator and used external of the refrigerator.
[0016] According to yet another aspect of the invention,
a refrigerator is provided. The refrigerator includes a re-
frigerator cabinet, and a door for providing access to a
compartment within the refrigerator cabinet. A modular
ice maker is mounted on the door, the ice maker com-
prising a water tray and an ice bin. A circuit is disposed
within the ice maker for cooling the ice maker, the circuit
comprising a microcompressor, condenser, expansion
device, and evaporator. The ice maker is operable both
in the refrigerator and outside the refrigerator.
[0017] According to still a further aspect of the inven-
tion, a refrigerator is provided. The refrigerator includes
a refrigerator cabinet, and a door for providing access to
a compartment within the refrigerator cabinet. An ice
maker is mounted in the compartment and comprises an
ice tray and an ice bin. The ice maker is hermetically
sealed within the compartment. A circuit is disposed with-
in the ice maker for cooling the ice maker. The circuit
comprises a microcompressor, condenser, expansion
device, and evaporator.
[0018] Another aspect of the invention provides a re-
frigerator, comprising a cabinet; a fresh food compart-
ment within the cabinet; a freezer compartment within
the cabinet; an ice maker compartment within either the
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fresh food compartment or the freezer compartment; an
ice maker mounted in the ice maker compartment, the
ice maker comprising an ice tray and an ice bin; a water
source extending at least partially through the cabinet
and into the ice maker compartment; and a circuit dis-
posed within the ice maker compartment for cooling the
ice maker, the circuit comprising a microcompressor,
condenser, expansion device, and evaporator; wherein
the circuit is configured to cool the ice maker compart-
ment such that it can form and maintain formed ice there-
in. The ice bin may be at or below 0° Fahrenheit during
the ice forming process. The ice maker compartment may
be hermetically sealed in the fresh food or freezer com-
partment.
[0019] Another aspect of the invention provides a re-
frigerator, comprising a refrigerator cabinet; a door for
providing access to a compartment within the refrigerator
cabinet; a modular ice maker compartment mounted on
the door, the ice maker compartment comprising a water
tray and an ice bin, the ice bin having an auger; and a
circuit disposed within the ice maker compartment for
cooling the ice maker, the circuit comprising a microcom-
pressor, condenser, expansion device, and evaporator;
wherein the ice maker compartment is operable both in
the refrigerator and outside the refrigerator; and wherein
the circuit is configured to cool the ice maker compart-
ment such that it can form and maintain formed ice there-
in.
[0020] Another aspect of the invention provides a re-
frigerator, comprising a refrigerator cabinet; a door for
providing access to a compartment within the refrigerator
cabinet; an ice maker mounted in the compartment, the
ice maker comprising an ice tray and an ice bin and being
hermetically sealed within the compartment; and a circuit
disposed within the ice maker for cooling the ice maker,
the circuit comprising a microcompressor, condenser,
expansion device, and evaporator; and wherein the cir-
cuit is configured to cool the ice maker compartment such
that it can form and maintain formed ice therein.
[0021] The present invention will be further described
by way of example with reference to the accompanying
drawings in which:-

Figure 1 is a front elevation view of a bottom mount
refrigerator.
Figure 2 is a perspective view of the refrigerator of
Figure 1 showing the internal compartments of the
refrigerator.
Figure 3 is a side sectional view of the ice maker
compartment of a refrigerator according to an em-
bodiment of the present invention.
Figure 4 is an exploded view of the ice maker com-
partment of Figure 3.
Figure 5 is a side sectional view of another embod-
iment of an ice maker compartment according to the
present invention.
Figure 6 is a view of the ice maker compartment of
Figure 5 being used outside of the refrigerator.

[0022] Figure 1 is a front elevation view of a bottom
mount refrigerator 10. The bottom mount refrigerator 10
includes a cabinet 12 encapsulating the compartments
of the refrigerator 10. As shown in Figure 1, the upper
compartment is a refrigerator or fresh food compartment
14. First and second doors 16, 17 provide access to the
interior of the refrigerator compartment 14. A dispenser
22 is shown to be positioned on one of the doors 16, 17
of the refrigerator compartment 14. The dispenser may
be a water dispenser, ice dispenser, other beverage dis-
penser, or some combination thereof. Furthermore, the
dispenser may be placed on any door of the refrigerator
10, or in the alternative, the dispenser 22 may be placed
within one of the compartments of the refrigerator 10. For
example, the dispenser 22 may be placed at one of the
interior walls of the refrigerator compartment 14, thus be-
ing part of the cabinet. The placement of the dispenser
22 is not to limit the present invention. Positioned gen-
erally below the refrigerator compartment 14 is a freezer
compartment 18. A freezer door 20 provides access to
within the freezer compartment 18. The freezer door of
Figure 1 is shown to be a drawer type door, however, the
present invention contemplates that the freezer door may
be a drawer, a hinged door, multiple doors, or some com-
bination thereof.
[0023] It should also appreciated that, while the figures
show a bottom mount style refrigerator 10, the present
invention contemplates that any style of a refrigerator be
included as part of the invention. The figures merely de-
pict one example of a type of refrigerator 10 that can be
used with the components with the present invention.
[0024] Figure 2 is a perspective view of the refrigerator
10 of Figure 1 showing one of the fresh food doors 17
open to show the interior of the door 17, as well as the
interior of the refrigerator compartment 14. Positioned at
the interior of the door 17 is an ice maker 24. The ice
maker 24 shown in Figure 2 comprises a hermetically
sealed ice maker compartment 26, including an ice mak-
er housing 28 for housing the internal components of the
ice maker 24, as will be discussed below. The ice maker
24 shown in Figure 2 is a separate compartment than
the refrigerator compartment and/or the freezer compart-
ment. In addition, while the ice maker 24 including the
ice maker compartment 26 is shown positioned on the
interior of the door 17, it should be appreciated that the
ice maker compartment 26 may be positioned generally
within the refrigerator compartment 14 or freezer com-
partment 18. As will be discussed, the ice maker 24 com-
prises a standalone compartment 26 such that it will not
use the same cooling source as any of the other com-
partments of the refrigerator 10.
[0025] Figures 3 and 4 are a side sectional view and
an exploded view of the ice maker compartment 26 show-
ing the various components of the ice maker 24 according
to an embodiment of the present invention. As discussed,
the ice maker compartment 26 is a separate compart-
ment from the refrigerator compartment 14, freezer 18,
or any other compartment associated with the refrigerator
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10. Thus, the compartment 26 includes a housing 28
comprising a plurality of walls 30 enclosing the compart-
ment 26. As shown in Figures 3 and 4, the housing walls,
which may be thermally insulated, may include four com-
ponents defining a generally rectangular shaped com-
partment. However, the shape of the compartment is not
to limit the present invention. The thermally insulated
walls 30 defining the ice maker compartment 26 may
then be attached to the interior of the doors 17 to fix the
ice maker 24 at the interior of the refrigerator door 17. It
should be further appreciated that the thermally insulated
walls 30 of the ice maker housing 28 may be hermetically
sealed such that they do not allow a substantial amount
of cool air therefrom. However, as shown in Figure 3, at
least one of the walls 30 of the ice maker compartment
26 may include an auger 35 and a chute 66 connected
to the dispenser 22 such that any ice formed by the ice
maker 24 may be dispensed from the ice maker com-
partment 26 and out the dispenser 22 of the refrigerator
10. In addition, other ways of moving the ice may be also
included as part of the present invention, including but
not limited to a stirring stick, additional augers, convey-
ors, or the like.
[0026] Furthermore, the ice maker 24 includes an ice
tray 32 and a corresponding ice bin 34 housed within the
ice maker compartment 26. The ice tray 32 may be any
ice tray used for capturing water in a mold or other mem-
ber and allowing the water to be cooled to form ice therein.
The formed ice of the ice tray 32 may be then distributed
as in the direction shown by the arrow 59 shown in Figure
3 towards the ice bin 34. The ice bin 34 is configured to
store the formed ice cubes, as well as to provide access
for retrieving the formed ice cubes therefrom. As men-
tioned, the ice bin 34 may include a chute 66 connected
to the dispenser 22 for dispensing the formed ice cubes
from the ice bin 34 and out the dispenser 22. In addition,
the ice maker compartment 26 may include a door, such
as a hinged door, sliding door, or the like, such that the
ice cubes in the ice bin 34 can be removed. It is further
contemplated that the ice bin 34 may be configured in
the ice maker compartment 26 such that the ice bin 34
may be completely removed from the ice maker compart-
ment 26 such that the formed ice cubes may be retrieved
therefrom. To accomplish the various ways for retrieving
ice, the ice maker compartment 26 may include one of
the walls 30 to be hingedly connected to the other walls,
or may include an insert (not shown) in one of the walls
30 that can be opened to obtain access to the interior of
the ice maker compartment 26.
[0027] The ice maker 24 of Figures 3 and 4 includes
its own dedicated ice maker circuit 36. The ice maker
circuit 36 may be housed within or at one of the walls 30
of the ice maker compartment 26, and can include a mi-
crocompressor 38, a condenser 40, an expansion device
42, and an evaporator 44. A refrigerant can be passed
through the circuit to provide a heat transfer area at the
evaporator 44 to cool air. The ice maker circuit 36 may
also include one or more fans 46 for directing the air

through the ice maker circuit as well as through the ice
tray 32 and ice bin 34 to cool the water in the ice tray 32
as well as the formed ice cubes in the ice bin 34. Also
included in the ice maker 24 may be an intelligent control
48 connected to via electrical connection 50 to a power
source 52, a water source 54, as well as the ice maker
circuit 36. Thus, the intelligent control 48 housed within
the ice maker compartment 26 may indicate when the
various applications of the ice maker 24 need to be ac-
tivated. For example, the intelligent control 48 may indi-
cate to the water source 54 that water needs to be added
to the ice tray 32 for cooling to form ice cubes. The intel-
ligent control 48 may also indicate to the ice maker circuit
36 to activate to keep the ice maker compartment 26 at
or below a desired temperature, such as freezing tem-
perature, to form the ice cubes and to keep the formed
ice cubes from melting or at a temperature slightly above
freezing to minimize melting but to keep "clear ice" (i.e.
ice that is substantially translucent) substantially clear.
As noted, the ice maker 24 includes an electrical con-
nection 50 to a power source 52. The electrical connec-
tion may be a series of wires housed within the compart-
ment 26 within the housing walls 30. In the embodiment
shown in Figures 3 and 4, the power source 52 may be
the electrical power of the refrigerator 10 itself. The elec-
trical connection 50 can be connected with the circuitry
of the refrigerator 10. Thus, the ice maker 24 will not
operate unless the refrigerator 10 is connected to a power
source.
[0028] In operation, water is added to the ice tray 32
to fill the mold of the ice tray 32. The intelligent control
48 activates the ice maker circuit 36 to cool air by the
components of the circuit 36. Fans 46 may be added to
the circuit 36 to aid in cooling and directing the cooled
air therefrom. The cooled air is then directed in the direc-
tion of the arrow 56 and passed over the water in the ice
tray 32 to remove heat from the water to cool the water
to form ice cubes. Once the cubes have been formed in
the ice tray 32, the ice tray then dispenses the formed
ice cubes in the direction of the arrow 59 and towards
the ice bin 34. The cooled air directed over the ice tray
32 may also pass in the direction of the arrow 59 and
through the ice bin 34 to keep the temperature in the ice
bin 34 at or below freezing, i.e., at or below 0° Fahrenheit,
or at least keep the area about the ice at or below freezing
during the ice making process. Additionally, this cooled
air may be used to prevent the cubes stored in the ice
tray 34 from melting or at least to reduce the melting. The
air, which is shown by the arrow 58, has then warmed
and can be passed back through the ice maker circuit 36
to re-cool said air to again pass through the ice tray 32
and ice bin 34. As noted, the fans 46 can direct the air
from the ice bin 34 and through the ice circuit 36 to pass
through the microcompressor 38, condenser 40, expan-
sion device 42, and over the evaporator 44 to re-cool the
air.
[0029] In addition, the ice maker 24 may also include
a plurality of ducts, such as an ice tray duct, ice bin duct,
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and return duct to allow the air to pass through the ice
maker compartment 26 to cool the water, to maintain the
temperature of the ices, and then be recooled through
the ice maker 36.
[0030] Thus, the ice maker 24 of Figures 3 and 4 allows
for a refrigerator to make and maintain ice cubes without
utilizing the cooled air of the refrigerator compartment 14
or freezer compartment 18. This will increase the effi-
ciency of the refrigerator 10, as less cooled air will be
required to cool the other compartments of the refriger-
ator. As the ice maker circuit 36 includes a microcom-
pressor 38, along with the other ice maker circuit 36 com-
ponents, the ice maker circuit 36 will require less energy
to run and to use to form and maintain the ice cubes in
the ice maker compartment 26. The dedicated, hermet-
ically sealed ice maker 24 also eliminates or mitigates
the possibility of external condensation on the back panel
of the refrigerator 10, eliminates the air duct and fan that
brings the cold air from the freezer compartment 18 to
the ice maker water tray, and provides a discharge line
of the ice maker 24 that can be used to warm a flipper
mullion region, which eliminates the need for an extra
electrical heater. These additional benefits will also in-
crease the efficiency of refrigerator 10, thus lowering the
energy required for the refrigerator. This in turn lowers
the electrical cost for the consumer and/or owner of the
refrigerator.
[0031] Figures 5 and 6 show an additional embodiment
of a hermetically sealed ice maker 80. The ice maker 80
shown in Figures 5 and 6 may be considered a modular
ice maker. This is because the ice maker 80 shown in
Figures 5 and 6 may be removed from the refrigerator
10, and can be used in a standalone manner outside of
the refrigerator 10. The ice maker 80 is a dedicated, her-
metically sealed unit comprising a modular or hermeti-
cally sealed housing 82 including a plurality of housing
walls 83. The ice maker housing 82 may be attachable
to the interior of the refrigerator door 17. For example,
hooks, snaps, adhesives, fasteners, or the like may be
used to temporarily fix the ice maker 82 the interior of the
door 17 of the refrigerator compartment, or any additional
interior of the refrigerator 10.
[0032] Similar to the ice maker shown in Figures 3 and
4, the ice maker 80 shown in Figures 5 and 6 includes
its own dedicated circuit 88 positioned within a circuit wall
89 of the housing 82. The ice maker 80 also includes an
ice tray 84 and corresponding ice bin 86 fluidly coupled
to the ice tray 84. The dedicated circuit 88 includes a
microcompressor 90, condenser 92, expansion device
94, and evaporator 96 such that the circuit 88 cools air
within the ice maker 80 to cool water in the ice tray 84 to
form ice which is then dispensed into the ice bin 86, which
is also cooled with the cooled air of the circuit 88. A re-
frigerant can be passed through the circuit 88 to provide
a heat transfer region at the evaporator 96 to cool air as
it is passed over the evaporator 96. The circuit 88 may
also include a plurality of fans 46 to aid in directing the
air in the path within the ice maker 80, as well as an

intelligent control 98 housed within the ice maker 80 to
control operation of the dedicated ice maker 80.
[0033] Also shown in Figure 5 is an electrical connec-
tion 100 connected to a power source 52. However, as
the ice maker 80 may be considered modular and remov-
able from the refrigerator 10, the power source 52 may
not be the refrigerator in all cases. For example, when
the ice maker 80 has been removed from the refrigerator
10 and used on a shelf, countertop, or other surface, the
electrical connection 100 may be a plugin that is com-
patible with a standard housing plugin to operate the ice
maker 80. However, when the ice maker 80 is housed
within the refrigerator 10, the ice maker 80 may still be
connected to the refrigerator 10 such that the power
source is the refrigerator 10 itself. Likewise, when the ice
maker 80 is housed within the refrigerator 10, the water
source may be a water line connected to the refrigerator
10. However, when the ice maker 80 is used outside the
refrigerator 10, the water source will be different. For ex-
ample, shown in Figure 6, the modular ice maker 80 may
include a water pour spout 101 that allows water to be
poured into the ice tray 84. A water compartment may
be included in one of the walls or within the ice maker
compartment 80 such that additional water will be stored
and automatically added to the ice tray once ice has been
formed in the ice tray and dispensed into the bin 86. In
addition, the ice maker 80 may include a hose or other
connection that is connectable to a sink, spout, or other
water source to selectively add water to the ice maker
80 as needed. The present invention is not limiting to a
single source of water for the modular ice maker 80 and
includes any variation obvious to those in the art.
[0034] The ice maker 80 operates similar to that of the
ice maker shown in Figures 3 and 4. For example, the
dedicated circuit 88 for the ice maker 80 is used to cool
air for forming ice in the ice tray 84 and maintaining the
ice in the ice bin 86 only. It will not be used to cool other
parts of the refrigerator or any other appliance. Thus,
when the ice maker 80 is used in the refrigerator 10, the
ice maker will reduce the amount of energy required for
the operation of the refrigerator 10. In addition, the con-
figuration of the circuit 88 will allow the energy required
for use of the ice maker outside of the refrigerator 10 to
be minimal as well.
[0035] Other components that may be optional for the
modular ice maker 80 are shown in Figure 6. For exam-
ple, the ice maker 80 may include a dispenser 114 for
attaching to the ice maker 80. The dispenser 114 will
allow a user to dispense ice and/or cooled water from
the ice maker 80 outside of the refrigerator 10. The ice
maker 80 may also include a lid 118 connected by one
or more hinges 116. The lid 118 and hinges 116 may
allow access to within the ice maker compartment 80 to
allow a consumer to retrieve formed ice from the ice bin
86. A handle 120 may also be provided with the lid 118
to allow easier access to the interior of the ice maker 80.
Furthermore, a user interface 122 may be positioned on
one of the walls 83 of the ice maker 80 and connected
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to the intelligent control, circuit water source, etc. of the
ice maker 80. The user interface 122 may allow a con-
sumer to select or program different settings for the ice
maker 80. For example, the user may be able to set up
a cycle to selectively allow the ice maker 80 to form ice
at certain times only. The user may also be able to control
the temperature of the ice maker at the user interface
122, the shape of the ice formed by the ice maker 80,
the crushing or non-crushing of the formed ice cubes,
etc. In addition, the user interface 122 may be included
to provide notifications to the consumer, such as when
a filter needs to be changed, the temperature inside the
ice maker 80, the status of the level of ice in the ice bin
86, or the like. In addition, the user interface may be an
optional component and not included on all ice makers
80.
[0036] In addition, all embodiments shown and de-
scribed may be removed from a refrigerator, used in a
standalone manner, or moved between appliances or
other devices. For example, it is contemplated that the
ice maker of the invention be used both in a refrigerator
and also in a standalone ice maker, large scale ice maker,
and/or commercial ice maker. One example is the use
of the ice maker of the present invention with a 50-lb ice
making machine. The ice making machine need not be
in use at all times. However, when a quantity of ice is
desired, the ice maker of the invention could be removed
from a refrigerator and place in the ice making machine,
and then operated to produce a desired amount of ice.
In this instance, the ice making machine would have
hook-ups for the electrical and water sources for the ice
maker. The ice maker would be used for the sole purpose
of filling the ice machine with ice. This could have the
benefits of allowing the ice making machine to be selec-
tively operated, which could save a huge amount of en-
ergy for a consumer.
[0037] In the alternative, the ice maker of the present
invention could be added to the ice making machine ex-
ample of above, with the circuit of the ice maker used to
operate the ice making machine. In this instance, the ice
making machine would have its own ice making ele-
ments, and the circuit of the present invention would pro-
vide the cooling cycle to form and maintain the ice of the
machine. Again, the circuit of the invention would require
less energy to produce the cooled air to form and maintain
the ice, which would be a cost benefit for the consumer.
[0038] These are but a few examples of the benefits
and potential uses of the invention, and are not to be
limiting. Other uses for both the ice maker and the circuit
are contemplated.
[0039] The foregoing description has been presented
for purposes of illustration and description. It is not in-
tended to be an exhaustive list or to limit the invention to
precise forms disclosed. It is contemplated that other al-
ternative processes and systems obvious to those skilled
in the art or considered included in the invention. The
description is merely examples of embodiments. Any of
the components and location of any of the components

may be varied as required for different models of refrig-
erators, as well as different sizes of ice makers for use
within and outside of the refrigerator. In addition, the ice
bin may be removable or stationary within the ice maker.
It is understood that any other modifications, substitu-
tions, and/or additions may be made, which are within
intended spirit scope of the invention. From the foregoing,
it can be seen that the present, accomplishes at least all
the stated objectives.

Claims

1. A refrigerator, comprising:

a cabinet;
an ice maker compartment;
an ice maker mounted in the ice maker compart-
ment, the ice maker comprising a tray and an
ice bin;
a circuit disposed within the ice maker compart-
ment for cooling the ice maker, the circuit com-
prising a microcompressor, condenser, expan-
sion device, and evaporator;
wherein the circuit is configured to cool the ice
maker compartment such that it can form and
maintain formed ice therein.

2. A refrigerator according to claim 1 further comprising
a fresh food compartment within the cabinet;
a freezer compartment within the cabinet;
the ice maker compartment being within either the
fresh food compartment or the freezer compartment;
and
wherein the tray is an ice tray and the refrigerator
further comprises a water source extending at least
partially through the cabinet and into the ice maker
compartment.

3. The refrigerator of claim 1 or 2 wherein the ice maker
compartment further comprises an outer housing to
at least partially surround the ice maker, optionally
wherein the outer housing comprises a thermally in-
sulated material.

4. The refrigerator according to any one of the preced-
ing claims wherein the ice bin comprises an auger
and a chute configured to aid in dispensing formed
ice from the ice bin.

5. The refrigerator according to any one of the preced-
ing claims wherein the ice maker compartment fur-
ther comprises an intelligent control electrically con-
nected to the ice maker and circuit to control the ice
making process.

6. The refrigerator according to any one of the preced-
ing claims wherein the ice maker compartment is
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removable from the refrigerator.

7. The refrigerator of any one of the preceding claims
further comprising a door for providing access to a
compartment within the cabinet; wherein the ice
maker compartment is a modular ice maker com-
partment mounted on the door, the ice maker com-
partment comprising a water tray and the ice bin, the
ice bin having an auger; and wherein the ice maker
compartment is operable both in the refrigerator and
outside the refrigerator.

8. The refrigerator of claim 7 wherein the modular ice
maker compartment further comprises a thermally
sealed housing at least partially surrounding the wa-
ter tray, ice bin, and circuit.

9. The refrigerator of claim 3 or 8 wherein the circuit is
mounted on a wall of the housing.

10. The refrigerator of claim 7, 8 or 9 wherein the ice
maker compartment further comprises an electrical
connection operably connectable to a refrigerator
power source to power the ice maker compartment,
intelligent control, and circuit.

11. The refrigerator of claim 7, 8 or 9 wherein the ice
maker compartment is removable from the refriger-
ator to use at a location external of the refrigerator.

12. The refrigerator according to any one of the preced-
ing claims wherein the ice maker compartment com-
prises a hermetically sealed unit.

13. An ice maker, comprising:

an ice maker compartment;
an ice tray and ice bin disposed within the interior
of the ice maker compartment;
the ice bin comprising an auger and a chute con-
figured to aid in dispensing formed ice from the
ice bin; and
a circuit disposed in the ice maker compartment
and comprising a microcompressor, condenser,
expansion device, and evaporator;
wherein the circuit is configured to cool the ice
maker compartment such that it can form and
maintain formed ice therein.

14. The ice maker of claim 13 further comprising an in-
telligent control disposed within the ice maker com-
partment and electrically connected to the circuit to
control the operation of the circuit.

15. The ice maker of claim 13 or 14 further comprising
an electrical connection to connect the ice maker to
a power source, optionally wherein the power source
is a refrigerator and the refrigerator controls at least

one function of the ice maker.
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